
IN WONKISH circles, energy efficiency used to be known 

as “the fifth fuel”…

…the only by-product of energy efficiency is wealth,

- Economist.com May 2008
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Island Corridor Foundation
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First Nations & Regional                  
Districts
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Rail Redefined

The Value Proposition

1. Neutral Access to North American Rail Network

2. Energy Costs

3. Carbon Pricing
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Rail Redefined

Part of an integrated transportation network 

for Vancouver Island

1. Freight

2. Passenger Rail

3. Commuter Rail

4. Excursion

5. Rail/trails

6. Stations

7. Regional Growth

8. Economic Development

BC Transit

MoTI

MoTI

MoTI
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1.  Freight                                                     
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2. Intercity Passenger                                          
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8:30 5:00 5:308:00

10:30 3:00 7:306:00

12:30 1:00
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3. Commuter Service
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Arrowsmith Explorer
Connecting Port Alberni, Qualicum Beach & Parksville
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3.  Excursion

•Key Facts

� Many enquires to the 
foundation to operate 
excursion rail

� Alberni Heritage Rail 
operates successfully, 
interest in adding PA to 
QB run in 2007

� Further product 
development is on hold 
until long term operating 
agreement is finalized.

•Success Factors

� Proactive proponents

� Integration with rail 
operations



Build the transportation you want…

…you won’t have to wait long to get the kind of town 

suited to the future.

- Jeff Rubin,

Why the World is About to Get a Whole lot Smaller
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$78.90

$8.50

$21.20

$4.70

Total  Cost - $113.3

Rail Upgrade Costs
($ millions 2008)

Total Reinvestment $103.8

Langford to 
Courtenay 
$62.9 m

Planning, Stations, 
Trails  $4.4 m

Victoria to 
Langford $15.9 
m

Port Alberni 
$20.6 m

Infrastructure Reinvestment



Or, without Rail

� Increase of 90,000-
160,000 tonnes GHG 
per year as existing 
shippers move to truck;

� Up to 52,000 additional 
truck trips on 
Vancouver Island 
highways;

� 60 FTE’s & $4.5 million 
per year in direct wages 
lost.



Island Support

•Community Leadership
� Group of business, First 

Nations and municipal 
leaders

•Key supporters
� More that 90 agencies: 

businesses, tourism groups, 
chambers of commerce, VIA, 
Municipalities

•Individuals
� Letters and individuals 

signing onto website (over 
6500 individuals)
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The E&N Upgrade: Essential to 
Vancouver Island’s Economic Survival

� Clearly, we are all now functioning in a “carbon-
constrained” world.

� In BC, we have two choices:
1. To remain economically resource-dependent but shift the 

mix of resource-based products we manufacture (e..g from 
paper to specialty paper products and “bioenergy”), or

2. Shift to a less resource-oriented “new economy” of some 
kind.

� Based on our recent decade of experience, Option 2 
does not appear viable.

� Building a low-carbon resource-based economic future 
for BC that depends on increased utilization of biomass 
to make power, heat and steam for consumption in 
BC (not export), and substantial new investment in 
rail and port infrastructure.
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B.C.’s “Carbon Equation”
� Emerging US law obliges all developed US trading 

partners to commit to absolute 17% GHG reductions from 
2005 levels by 2020, economy-wide.

� US tariffs will be applied to any goods and services (not 
just carbon-based goods) exported to the US from 
regions that fail to commit to implement a 
“national/regional plan” to comply with this absolute GHG 
reduction objective.

� BC’s GHG inventory challenge is a forest resource 
management & transportation infrastructure challenge, 
not an industrial or power sector emissions challenge.

� BC’s GHG emission growth since 1995 derives from  
deforestation, electricity imports and increases in 
transportation fuel consumption, with transport of 
commercial freight (not personal transport) dominating.
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B.C.’s GHG Reduction Obligation

� Proposed US regulations 
oblige BC to include GHGs
from forest loss and 
electricity imports in BC’s 
baseline inventory.

� US regulations will impose 
tariffs on (all) BC exports 
unless we can reasonably 
demonstrate to US State 
Department’s satisfaction 
that we have implemented a 
plan that will likely achieve a 
20+ MTCO2e reduction from 
2007 levels by 2020.

� The Plan: must reforest, cut 
electricity imports and shift 
commercial freight from road 
to rail.
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Three US CO2 Tariff Threats

� #1: the US will apply “border adjustments” to all BC carbon-
based (including biomass) exports unless/until the US State 
Dept. is satisfied that BC has adopted firm, absolute GHG 
caps starting in 2012 and has promulgated regulations that 
will likely result in the US-dictated absolute % reduction from 
2005 levels by 2020.

� #2: the US will apply “border adjustments” to all BC carbon-
based (including biomass) exports unless/until they determine 
that BC’s facility-level GHG reporting rules are “comparable”
to US EPA Title V reporting rules.  The US EPA will require 
BC exporters of carbon-based projects to directly submit the 
data—including commercially sensitive manufacturing process 
information—to the US EPA. (This likely adds about 
$20,000/year in reporting and audit costs per Cdn. Plant.)

� #3: all US importers of our carbon-based products will 
eventually be obliged to buy US GHG allowances to cover 
100% of Canadian producer supply chain GHG emissions.
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How Will the “3rd” US CO2 Tariff 
Work?
� Emerging US climate change legislation obliges US 

importers of carbon-based goods and services 
(including biomass and biomass-based energy) to:

• report all feedstock and finished product imports, by country of
origin, starting in 2010 (reg. to be in effect July 1, 2009);

• buy and surrender to the EPA Administrator US GHG 
Allowances covering foreign (read: Canadian) supply chain and 
US customer emissions associated with all US sales of 
imported energy (including biomass), starting in 2012;

• buy International Reserve Allowances from the US Treasury to 
cover supply chain GHGs for all other carbon products—
aluminum, iron & steel, paper, wood products—starting 
sometime between 2016 and 2020. The baseline for 
determining 2016-2020 tariffs will likely be 2012 to 2014 period 
reported emissions

� “Supply chain emissions” include GHGs from raw 
material and finished goods transport.
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What Will Determine the CO2 
Tariff Rate for BC Exports?

� Let’s say the average BC pulp and paper mill consumes 2.65
tonnes of fibre and 2.0 tonnes of other inputs (clay, sulphur, 
etc.) per tonne of paper shipped.

� To reflect production facility GHGs, US regulators will assign, 
roughly, a basic 0.25 to 0.30 TCO2e carbon charge to every 
tonne of paper products exported to the US.

� They will assign a further 0.0006 TCO2e per tonne-kilometer 
of:

• fibre and other truck-carried inputs to the Cdn. mill, and

• truck-carried intermediate and finished products to the US 
point of entry

� So 440 tonne-kilometers of combined feedstock and finished 
product truckloads doubles the US CO2 tariff on exports for 
this average BC mill.

� US importers have to buy US GHG allowances to cover the 
carbon charge on the imported product.
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How Much Will the US CO2 Tariff 
Initially Cost?

� The cost of tariffs #1 and #2 are uncertain.  

� At US$20/TCO2e, tariff #3 represents a reduction in net profit of 
$12 per tonne of exported pulp/paper products, if all feedstock 
and finished product shipments are by truck.

� But emerging US law also stipulates that 100% of federal 
government revenues from US GHG allowance sales to importers 
shall be distributed to US producers of competing commodities, 
pro-rated to their US production. So the profit differential between
Cdn and US mills grows to $24 per tonne, favouring the US 
producer.

� And, under the proposed law, any GHGs arising from the US 
production of export products are exempt from the US GHG 
cap, but US exporters still share in the distribution of the tariff 
revenues. (US legislators invite Canadian governments to apply 
balancing tariffs to our imports of any US GHG exempt products. 
(Gee, thanks!)
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How Much Will the US CO2 Tariff 
Initially Cost, continued…

� And, proposed US climate change legislation also 
provides for US climate change “compliance cost 
rebates” for US “vulnerable industries”.

� And, US manufacturers receive a generous allocation of 
free US GHG allowances.  (US importers who are not US 
producers do not receive any free US GHG allowance 
allocation.

� In other words, prudent investors will be highly motivated 
to shift all investment in carbon resource value-adding 
manufacturing capacity to the US…which is the entire 
objective of “US cap and trade”
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How Should BC Communities and 
the Province Respond?

� All three levels of government must implement responses to 
“US cap and trade” with a view to achieving two coincident 
goals: 

1. efficiently and quickly implement measures that will reduce 
(not offset) BC GHGs, particularly in the supply chains of 
vulnerable export industries (the most vulnerable of which are 
the biomass-based industries) and

2. create the foundation for successful WTO, NAFTA and US 
court challenges of the protectionist elements in US climate 
change statutes and regulations.

� Our challenges of the protectionist elements of US legislation 
will not succeed unless/until we have implemented effective 
measures to physically reduce GHGs in BC.

� BC’s two major existing climate change initiatives—the carbon 
tax and the provincial Offset System — appear unlikely to 
emerge as effective GHG reducing measures.
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Priority #1: Get Feedstock and 
Finished Products Off Trucks and 
On to Trains and Ships

These are US 
“GREET”
GHG factors.
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Why is Freight Modal Switch #1?

Shifting freight from truck to trains/ships is a relatively 
low cost measure that bears short, medium and long 
term economic and environmental returns

� There is limited to no net CO2 crediting for the substitution of BC 
biomass for fossil-based energy under the US carbon market rules.

� The new federal CC bill does not allow any Canadian “Offset 
Credits” to be sold into the US compliance market.

� US Consumer Protection Bureau likely to preclude marketing of 
Canadian Offset Credits in US voluntary markets within 24 months.

� In the short to medium term we can partially mitigate the GHG 
charge the US will apply to BC biomass-based products and energy 
in the short term by cutting feedstock and finished product transport-
related CO2 charges, while

� Longer term returns on reforestation depend on biomass producers’
access to CO2-efficient freight transport options.
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BC At-Risk 
Communities

� Emerging US regulations 
assign transport-related 
CO2 charges to ALL 
biomass and biomass-
based products, including 
“bioenergy” products.

� So, there is no reduction in 
risk for forest-dependent 
communities if/when they 
shift from paper to
bioenergy production.
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BC “Cap and Trade”…Can BC 
GHG Market Rules Save the Day?

No.

� Proposed BC regulations will award “Offset 
Credits” to projects that substitute biomass and
biofuels for fossil-based energy consumption.

� But existing Alberta and emerging US carbon 
market rules preclude the sale of BC Offset 
Credits in Alberta or the United States 
compliance carbon markets.

� So the only demand for BC Offset Credits will 
be from BC “Large Emitters”—facilities that will 
be assigned GHG reduction obligations under 
the BC “Cap and Trade” rules.
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…Potentially More Debits Than 
Credits for VI Communities

� 10% to 20% of BC cap and trade liabilities will 
be assigned to manufacturing plants operating 
on Vancouver Island.

� Effective new tax burden for these plants—
• $10 million/year if 66% of BC GHG allowances are 

freely allocated to regulated Large Emitters.

• $33 million/year at BC Offset Credit market price of 
$20/TCO2e assuming 100% auction of BC GHG 
discharge rights (called “allowances”).

• Closer to $85 million/year if US regulators rate BC 
Biomass supply as “unsustainable”.

� On VI, BC’s Offset System, therefore, 
essentially competes with local government for 
tax base.
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Vancouver Island Plants at Risk of 
“BC Cap and Trade” Regulation
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What About Other-than-Biomass-
Based “New Economy” Options?

� As a prior slide shows, BC Forest-
dependent communities are generally more 
diversified (less “Forest Vulnerable”) than 
they were 10 years ago.

� But, in all cases, they have “diversified” to 
government services and increased 
dependence on families spending personal 
investment income (largely pensions).

� Is this a sustainable “New Economy”?
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BC Income Sources Then…
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And Now…Can We Afford 
the Continuing Shift?
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Conclusions

� In the new carbon-constrained economy, 
any BC value-adding manufacturer that is 
not located on a railspur or tidewater cannot 
compete in the US market.

� In the absence of our manufacturing wage 
and tax base (whether we make paper or 
bioenergy from biomass), the BC economy 
is unsustainable.

� Therefore, priority #1 for all BC 
communities—most particularly Vancouver 
Island  communities—has to be 
enhancement of commercial freight rail 
infrastructure.


